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SACRED HEART COLLEGE AUDITORIUM 
Petition 

MRS J. HUGHES (Kingsley) [9.03 am]: I have another petition containing 300 signatures that has also been 
verified by the Clerk. It reads — 

To the Honourable the Speaker and Members of the Legislative Assembly of the Parliament of Western 
Australia in Parliament assembled. 

We, the undersigned, say we are not opposed to the Sacred Heart College auditorium development, as 
long as it conforms to the City of Joondalup (City) Council Policy 3-4 Height of Buildings within the 
Coastal Area — Non — Residential Zones which prescribes buildings shall not exceed ten (10) meters. 
The current proposed development exceeds the height limit by four point six (4.6) meters, this is a 
breach in policy of 46% to the current maximum height limit of ten (10) meters.  

The current development was advertised to adjoining and nearby land owners for a period of 21 days in 
which time one hundred and thirteen (113) submissions were returned with eight five (85) objections to 
the current development application. The objections outlined various concerns including traffic 
management, excessive building and bulk of the proposed development, which was considered to be out 
of character with the existing development on site and in the surrounding area.  

The Salaried Officers at the City made the following recommendation after careful consideration of the 
submissions and development application; ‘It is considered that the proposed development will have an 
adverse impact on the amenity of the locality as a result of its proposed height and bulk, and as such the 
application is recommended for refusal.’  

Eight (8) of the Councilors elected to represent the views of the rate payers have blatantly disregarded 
the City’s own Policy 3-4, the rate payers’ needs and the recommendations of their own Salaried 
Officers.  

Sacred Heart College would be able to achieve the same results as per the Salaried Officers at the City’s 
findings that ‘The excessive height of the proposed development is due to the inclusion of a vertical fly 
tower to maintain functionality. The same functionality could be achieved for example by using a 
horizontal design which pulls sets and lighting to the side of the stage rather than above. This would 
significantly lower the overall height of the proposed development and thereby reduce the impact on the 
locality.’ The residents are not asking the College to cease the development and go without, but adjust 
the plan to not only meet the need and desires of Sacred Heart College but also meet the needs of the 
local resident/community, the current amenities and streetscape character and of suburb and pristine 
coastline.  

Now we ask the Legislative Assembly and in particular The Minister for Planning and Infrastructure, 
The Hon. Alannah MacTiernan to ensure that the current development application be rejected and 
returned to the Developer and College to address the issue of height, bulk and other concerns of the 
local residents and the broader community.  

We the residents and the broader community ask the Developer and College to redesign the fly tower 
which will not take away from the desired outcome and ask the Legislative Assembly to support us in 
this very reasonable request so as the development can be a win-win situation for not only the local 
residents, broader community but of the current and future students of Sacred Heart College.  

[See petition 313.] 
 


